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lower than +45 cm H 2 O were studied. Patients were studied 
under three cough-assisted conditions, which were used in 
random order: insufflation by intermittent positive-pressure 
breathing (IPPB) combined with MAC, MI-E and MI-E + MAC. 
 Results:  Overall, PCF was higher with IPPB + MAC than with 
MI-E + MAC or MI-E alone. Among the 12 patients who had 
higher PCF values with IPPB + MAC than with the two other 
techniques, 9 exhibited mask pressure swings during MI-E 
exsufflation, with a transient positive-pressure value due to 
the expiratory flow produced by the combined patient 
cough effort and MAC. Each of these 9 patients had higher 
PCF values (>5 liters/s) than did the other 9 patients when 
using IPPB + MAC.  Conclusion:  Our results indicate that add-
ing the MI-E device to MAC is unhelpful in patients whose 
PCF with an insufflation technique and MAC exceeds 5 
liters/s. This is because the expiratory flow produced by the 
patient’s effort and MAC transitorily exceeds the vacuum ca-
pacity of the MI-E device, which therefore becomes a tran-
sient load against the PCF.  © 2014 S. Karger AG, Basel 
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 Abstract 

  Background:  Mechanical insufflation-exsufflation (MI-E), 
more commonly known as ‘cough assist therapy’, is a meth-
od which produces inspiratory and expiratory assistance to 
improve cough performances. However, other alternatives 
or combinations are possible.  Objective:  The objective was 
to compare the effects of mechanical insufflation combined 
with manually assisted coughing (MAC), insufflation-exsuf-
flation alone and insufflation-exsufflation combined with 
MAC in neuromuscular patients requiring cough assistance. 
 Methods:  Eighteen neuromuscular patients with severe re-
spiratory muscle dysfunction and peak cough flow (PCF) 
lower than 3 liters/s or maximal expiratory pressure (MEP) 
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 Introduction 

 Poor cough efficiency resulting in an inability to clear 
the airways of secretions is a major risk factor for acute 
respiratory failure in patients with neuromuscular dis-
ease (NMD)  [1] . It may also impair successful weaning 
from invasive ventilation  [2, 3] . Peak cough flow (PCF) is 
widely considered to predict cough efficiency  [4, 5]  and 
when PCF is equal to or less than 4.5 liters/s, in a medi-
cally stable patient, it is recommended to introduce meth-
ods for assisted airway clearance to prevent pneumonia, 
atelectasis and respiratory failure  [6] .

  Cough-assistance methods include techniques that 
provide inspiratory and/or expiratory assistance to im-
prove cough efficiency  [7] . Inspiratory assistance tech-
niques increase the inspired volume during the first phase 
of the cough. Inspiratory capacity (IC) can be increased 
by glossopharyngeal breathing, as first described in 1951 
by Dail  [8] . This method requires functional integrity of 
the larynx, which acts as a valve  [9] . IC can also be in-
creased by the air stacking technique, in which the patient 
takes two or more insufflations from a ventilator without 
exhaling between them  [10] . Air stacking requires a com-
petent glottis and ventilation via a volumetric mode. One 
limit is the poor adjustment of the total volume insuf-
flated according to the tolerance. Insufflation using a 
manual resuscitation bag seems more efficient than air 
stacking when bulbar muscles are weak  [11] . Pressure-
targeted modes such as pressure-support ventilation can 
be used  [12, 13] , but generally produce maximal pressures 
lower than 40 cm H 2 O. Finally, another alternative is in-
termittent positive-pressure breathing (IPPB)  [14–17] , 
which delivers a constant inspiratory flow until a targeted 
pressure is reached. Regardless of the technique used, in-
creasing IC significantly improves PCF compared to 
coughing without inspiratory assistance  [7, 10, 11, 13, 16, 
18–21] .

  Additionally to inspiratory assistance, two expiratory-
assistance techniques are widely used, either separately 
or together. The oldest and most widely used is manu-
ally assisted coughing (MAC)  [5] , in which manual tho-
racic and/or abdominal pressure is applied by a caregiver 
during cough. MAC increases air compression in the 
lungs, thereby improving cough performance  [7, 13, 16, 
18, 20, 22] . The other technique is mechanical exsuffla-
tion using a device that both insufflates and exsufflates 
the lungs (mechanical insufflation-exsufflation; MI-E). 
This device was first marketed in the 1950s and then 
brought back to the attention of clinicians in the 1990s 
by Bach  [7] .

  Studies have compared these two expiratory-assis-
tance techniques used in combination with inspiratory 
assistance. In NMD patients, Bach  [7]  found that MI-E 
was more effective than MAC. In patients with amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis, MI-E seemed unhelpful when the 
PCF achieved with inspiratory assistance and MAC was 
greater than 4 liters/s, but the patients did not cough ac-
tively  [19] . In a similar population, coughing with active 
patient participation was not significantly different be-
tween MI-E and MAC  [21] . The purpose of this study in 
NMD patients was to compare PCF using three tech-
niques that combine inspiratory and expiratory support: 
IPPB + MAC, MI-E and MI-E + MAC.

  Material and Methods 

 Patients 
 The study was performed between March 2012 and June 2013 

at the home ventilation unit of the medical intensive care unit of 
the Raymond Poincaré Teaching Hospital, Garches, France. We 
used a randomized (block size of 6), open, single-center, crossover 
design to compare three cough-assist techniques that compensat-
ed both inspiratory and expiratory muscle weakness: IPPB + MAC, 
MI-E and MI-E + MAC.

  The study was approved by the hospital’s ethics committee 
and registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (No. NCT 01518439). Eigh-
teen NMD patients were recruited during their annual follow-up 
visits in the postintensive care unit, which routinely included pa-
tient education about cough-assist techniques. At each visit, the 
following were recorded routinely: vital capacity  [23] , unassisted 
PCF  [23] , maximum expiratory pressure (MEP), maximum in-
spiratory pressure (MIP), and sniff test measurements  [16, 24] . 
Vital capacity and PCF were measured with the same device and 
by the same technician (M.Le.) as during the trial described be-
low.

  Inclusion criteria were documented NMD, inexperience of 
cough-assist technique, age >18 years, hemodynamic stability, ab-
sence of acute bronchial congestion (respiratory tract infection) in 
the past month, presence of noninvasive ventilation and PCF low-
er than 3 liters/s (which was more severe than recommended  [6]  
but was the threshold for statutory healthcare insurance coverage 
in France and Belgium)  [20] , or MEP lower than +45 cm H 2 O  [25] . 
Patients gave written informed consent before being included in 
the study.

  Training Sessions and Settings 
 The day before testing, the patients were familiarized with the 

study cough-assist techniques and the settings of the assistance 
device and type of manual pressure (thoracic and/or abdominal) 
were determined.

  For the IPPB + MAC condition, insufflation was provided by 
an Alpha 200 C ventilator (Air Liquide, Antony, France). Patients 
started IPPB insufflation with an inspiratory effort then allowed 
the insufflation to continue passively until the selected inspiratory 
pressure was reached, in about 5 s. The lowest inspiratory trigger 
was chosen to facilitate the beginning of insufflation. The inspira-
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tory pressure was increased gradually to the highest tolerated value 
or 40 cm H 2 O. Inspiratory flow was set to maximize patient com-
fort. Once the inspiratory pressure was reached, a physiotherapist 
removed the IPPB circuit to avoid resistance while coughing. At 
the same time, MAC was performed by a second physiotherapist 
who applied manual pressure to the patient’s thorax and/or abdo-
men during exsufflation while encouraging the patient to cough. 
The site and direction of manual pressures were determined based 
on patient comfort and on cough efficiency as perceived by the 
patient and physiotherapist.

  The MI-E condition was achieved using the CoughAssist de-
vice (JH Emerson Co., Cambridge, Mass., USA) in manual mode. 
After each insufflation, a physiotherapist delivered the exsufflation 
while simultaneously asking the patient to cough. Inspiratory and 
expiratory pressures were increased/decreased gradually to the 
highest/lowest tolerated values, up to +40 cm H 2 O for inspiratory 
pressure and down to –40 cm H 2 O for expiratory pressure. Insuf-
flation flow adjustment (high or low insufflation flow) was set ac-
cording to patient comfort.

  For the MI-E + MAC condition, MI-E was delivered as de-
scribed above and MAC was performed as described during MAC 
+ IPPB. IPPB and MI-E were applied using a facemask (Ambu Ul-
traSeal, Ambu, Bordeaux, France), chosen to fit each of the patients 
individually.

  Outcomes and Measurements 
 As previously proposed in the literature  [26] , PCF was the pri-

mary outcome measure. The secondary outcome measures were 
effective cough time (ECT), defined as the time with PCF above
3 liters/s, IC and subjective parameters (breathing comfort and 
cough effectiveness as perceived by patient).

  Flow was measured using a Fleisch No. 4 pneumotachograph 
(Fleisch, Lausanne ,  Switzerland), which was linear above 10 
liters/s. Accordingly, the volume measured during calibration 
with a syringe was not influenced by a range flow varying between 
0.5 and 12 liters/s. Mask pressure (Paw) was measured using a dif-
ferential pressure transducer (MP 45 ± 100 cm H 2 O; Validyne 
Engineering Corp., Northridge, Calif., USA). Flow and mask pres-
sure signals were sampled at 1,000 Hz and recorded using an an-
alogic-numeric system (MP100, Biopac System, Goleta, Calif., 
USA) and its software (Acknowledge). Throughout the tests, oxy-
gen saturation and heart rate were monitored using pulse oxim-
etry.

  Study Protocol 
 All measurements were performed with the patient seated in 

his or her wheelchair. Three physiotherapists (M.La., L.D.A.C. and 
A.B.) carried out the trials. For each patient, two physiotherapists 
were needed: one for using the device and one for MAC manoeu-
vers. The same physiotherapist performed the different cough 
techniques for a single patient. In addition, the same technician 
(M.Le.) performed the measurements. Great care was taken to 
avoid leaks around the mask during each technique, which was 
performed using the settings as determined during the training 
sessions. The physiotherapists stimulated the patient’s efforts to 
cough via strong verbal encouragement. For IPPB + MAC, mea-
surements were obtained during coughing after the patient was 
disconnected from the IPPB at the end of the insufflation (to avoid 
resistance). Patients could rest between each coughing session, and 
total patient participation did not exceed 2 h. To avoid bias, the 

three cough-assist techniques were tested in random order. In ad-
dition, care was taken to use the circuits recommended by the 
manufacturers. To avoid altering device performance, circuit 
length was decreased in order to maintain the same resistance 
when including the measurement circuitry between the patient 
and the device.

  Each test was repeated at least three times  [27] , and the highest 
PCF value was selected if the difference did not exceed 10% of the 
other two values. IC, PCF and time with PCF above 3 liters/s ECT 
were measured for each cough-assist technique. In addition, 
breathing comfort was evaluated by the patients using a visual an-
alogue scale  [28]  ranging from 0 (‘I breathe very badly’) to 10 (‘I 
breathe very well’). Cough effectiveness as perceived by the patient 
was also rated on a 10-point visual analogue scale (from 0, ‘com-
pletely inefficient cough’, to 10, ‘fully effective cough’).

  Statistical Analysis 
 Friedman tests were used for global comparisons of the cough-

assist techniques. In the case of a significant difference, pairwise 
comparisons were performed using Wilcoxon’s test. When neces-
sary, linear regression analysis was used to evaluate correlations 
between two values. Values of p  ≤  0.05 were considered signifi-
cant.

  Results 

 Population 
  Table 1  lists the main characteristics of the 18 consec-

utive patients included during the study period. Patient 4 
had an inclusion criterion upon admission (MEP <45 cm 
H 2 O) which was not confirmed afterwards ( table 1 ).

  Global Analysis 
 Though inspiratory pressure was higher with IPPB 

than MI-E ( table 1 ; mean ± SD difference = 3.4 ± 4.9 cm 
H 2 O, Wilcoxon p = 0.018) IC increased similarly with the 
three techniques ( fig. 1 ), while the physiotherapists per-
ceived insufflation as more passive with the use of IPPB 
than MI-E. PCF values are presented in  figure 2  and, as 
outlined in the figure, each condition was significantly 
different from the others, including the baseline condi-
tion (Friedman and Wilcoxon tests). PCF was highest 
with IPPB + MAC, followed by MI-E + MAC (Wilcoxon 
p = 0.0108), which was higher than with MI-E alone (Wil-
coxon p = 0.0297), which was higher than the baseline 
condition (Wilcoxon p = 0.003).

  ECT improved significantly with all three techniques. 
The ECT increase was smaller with MI-E alone than with 
the two techniques that included MAC ( fig. 3 ). ECT was not 
significantly different between these last two techniques.

  Comfort ratings were similar with all techniques ( ta-
ble 2 ). In contrast, subjective cough effectiveness was rat-
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  Fig. 1.  IC at baseline and with the three cough-assist techniques: 
MI-E, IPPB + MAC and MI-E + MAC. The boxplots indicate the 
25th percentile, the median and the 75th percentile, and the whis-
kers indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles. Means are represented 
by small squares. Friedman test, p < 0.0001.  +  Different from the 
other conditions, Wilcoxon test. 

  Fig. 2.  PCF at baseline and with the three cough-assist techniques: 
MI-E, IPPB + MAC and MI-E + MAC. The boxplots indicate the 
25th percentile, the median and the 75th percentile, and the whis-
kers indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles. Means are represented 
by small squares. Friedman test, p < 0.0002.  +  Different from the 
other conditions, Wilcoxon test. 

 Table 1.  Characteristics of the 18 patients with neuromuscular disorders and chronic respiratory failure

No. Sex/age, 
years

Diagnosis MV duration, 
h/day

VC
(seated), %

MIP,
cm H2O

MEP, 
cm H2O

PCF, l/s MI-E
pressure, 
cm H2O

IPPB
pressure, 
cm H2O

1 M/21 DMD 23 17 8 6 0.23 35/–35 30
2 M/47 BD 8 22 24 53 2.66 32/–38 39
3 M/25 DMD 10 8 24 10 1.44 35/–35 35
4 F/52 Ac. malt. 10 39 29 51 4.12 40/–40 38
5 M/38 DMD 15 8 10 9 1.24 40/–40 40
6 M/24 DMD 8 10 23 16 3.71 30/–35 36
7 M/25 SA 7 6 15 11 1.62 30/–40 40
8 F/31 Cong. d. 10 20 18 12 1.28 30/–36 35
9 M/23 DMD 11 9 11 12 1.68 32/–38 40

10 M/24 DMD 13.5 8 8 6 1.11 30/–35 35
11 F/68 Ac. malt. 10 26 15 14 1.90 40/–45 32
12 M/31 SA 2 22 20 34 2.60 33/–39 39
13 M/30 DMD 23 11 18 16 2.52 34/–40 40
14 F/41 G-glyc. 8 29 16 16 2.41 35/–35 35
15 M/26 Ulrich s. 10 12 15 26 3.18 35/–40 40
16 M/22 DMD 9 9 15 10 0.91 32/–38 40
17 M/27 DMD 14 7 10 10 1.93 38/–41 40
18 F/35 G-glyc. 8 22 11 6 2.67 32/–38 40

 MV = Mechanical ventilation; F = female; M = male; VC = vital capacity; Ac. malt. = acid maltase deficiency; DMD = Duchenne’s 
muscular dystrophy; Cong. d. = congenital muscular dystrophy; G-glyc. = gamma-sarcoglycanopathy; BD = Becker’s muscular dystro-
phy; SA = spinal amyotrophy; Ulrich s. = Ulrich syndrome.
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ed lower with MI-E alone than with the two techniques 
using MAC ( table 2 ). Subjective cough effectiveness rat-
ings were not significantly different between these last 
two techniques.

  Individual Analysis 
 Among the 18 patients, 9 (No. 4–6, 9, 12–14, 17 and 

18) exhibited mask pressure swings during mechanical 
exsufflation, with a transiently positive mask pressure 
(peak value 12, 8, 6, 12, 3, 14, 9, 8 and 3 cm H 2 O, respec-
tively) due to the expiration produced by the combined 
cough effort and MAC.  Figure 4  shows a representative 
example. This transient positive-pressure swing was not 
detected by the MI-E device manometer. The duration of 
the positive-pressure swing correlated significantly with 
ECT (R 2  = 0.75, p < 0.0001) and was consistently lower 
than the ECT ( fig. 5 ).

  PCF with IPPB + MAC was higher in the 9 patients 
who exhibited positive-pressure swings during mechan-
ical exsufflation than in the other patients ( fig. 6 , in which 
these 9 patients are represented by dotted lines) and all of 
them had PCF values above 5 liters/s in this condition.

  Among the 9 remaining patients who did not exhib-
it a transiently positive mask pressure during mechan-
ical exsufflation, 8 patients had a PCF value below
5 liters/s when using IPPB + MAC, and only 3 achieved 
higher PCF values when using this condition compared 
with the conditions which included MI-E ( fig.  6 ). Fi-
nally, all the patients who had a PCF value above
5 liters/s with IPPB + MAC had the highest PCF with 
this technique.
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 Table 2.  Subjective evaluations of breathing comfort and cough ef-
fectiveness by the patients on 0 – 10 visual analogue scales

MI-E IPPB + MAC MI-E + MAC

Comfort 6.4 (5.5 – 7.0) 7.0 (6.0 – 8.5) 6.6 (5.8 – 8.0)
Effectiveness 6.4 (4.8 – 8.2) 8.3 (7.2 – 9.0)* 8.5 (6.2 – 9.0)*

 Data are medians  with 25th and 75th percentiles in parenthe-
ses. * p < 0.05 compared to MI-E (Wilcoxon test).

  Fig. 3.  ECT (time spent with PCF greater than 3 liters/s) at baseline 
and with the three cough-assist techniques: MI-E, IPPB + MAC 
and MI-E + MAC. The boxplots indicate the 25th percentile, the 
median and the 75th percentile, and the whiskers indicate the 5th 
and 95th percentiles. Means are represented by small squares. 
Friedman test, p < 0.0001.  +  Different from the other conditions, 
Wilcoxon test. 

  Fig. 4.  Example of transient positive face-
mask pressure swing during mechanical 
exsufflation, an effect ascribable to the flow 
induced by the combined patient cough ef-
fort and MAC.   
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  Discussion 

 We report the first systematic comparison of MAC, 
mechanical exsufflation, and both combined, for cough 
assistance after maximal tolerated mechanical insuffla-
tion in patients with NMD. We found a significantly 
higher PCF with IPPB + MAC than with the other condi-
tions (Friedman and Wilcoxon tests in the 18 patients). 
When analyzing individual results ( fig. 6 ) we observed 
that, when PCF with IPPB + MAC was above 5 liters/s, it 
was systematically higher than with the other two tech-
niques. Accordingly, in an earlier study which used sim-
ilar mean expiratory pressure (–40 cm H 2 O) as in our 
study (mean expiratory pressure = –38.2 cm H 2 O), but 
in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, when PCF 
was greater than 4 liters/s with inspiratory assistance and 
MAC, MI-E + MAC was not effective  [19] . However, the 
conditions were different between both studies. Our pa-
tients were asked to cough forcefully during each tech-
nique, whereas the earlier study evaluated PCF generated 
by MI-E + MAC while patients were passive, in order to 
simulate severely advanced muscle weakness  [19] . More-
over, most patients in the earlier study presented with 
severe bulbar dysfunction, and computed tomography 
showed upper airway collapse during the MI-E exsuffla-
tion cycle in the subset with PCF values lower than 2.7 
liters/s during MI-E + MAC  [19] . This upper airway col-
lapse likely explained the lack of effectiveness of MI-E + 
MAC  [19] . In our study, the 15 patients with baseline 
PCF values lower than 2.7 liters/s had PCF values above 
baseline during MI-E + MAC, which may result from the 
active patient participation in coughing and the absence 
of severe bulbar dysfunction. Although we did not ex-
clude upper airway collapse during MI-E in our patients, 
we observed in 9 patients a transient positive-pressure 
swing that coincided with the PCF obtained during 
MAC. This reflects a high resistance of the apparatus 
during the early peak expiratory flow, which, instead of 
facilitating collapse, may help to keep the upper airway 
open at the beginning of the cough. On the other hand, 
the MI-E device and its circuitry constituted a load 
against PCF. In contrast to PCF, ECT was not signifi-
cantly modified by the MI-E device, probably because the 
positive-pressure swing durations were shorter than 
ECT ( fig. 6 ). Since the 9 patients who had a transient pos-
itive-pressure swing during cough were among the 10 
with a PCF above 5 liters/s with IPPPB + MAC, our re-
sults suggest that MI-E may be without additional ben-
efit when PCF with MAC or IPPB + MAC is above
5 liters/s.
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  Fig. 5.  Relationship between duration of the transient positive-
pressure due to the flow induced by the combined patient cough 
effort and MAC during mechanical exsufflation and the ECT de-
fined as the time spent with a PCF greater than 3 liters/s. These two 
variables correlated significantly with each other (linear regres-
sion, R 2  = 0.75, p < 0.0001). 

  Fig. 6.  Individual PCF values with the three cough-assist tech-
niques: MI-E, IPPB + MAC and MI-E + MAC. The dotted lines 
represent patients in whom facemask pressure became transiently 
positive during mechanical exsufflation due to the flow induced by 
the combined patient cough effort and MAC.   
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  The choice of cough-assist technique is an important 
topic as they may play a key role in the management of 
acute respiratory failure episodes and invasive ventilation 
weaning in this fragile population. Maximal inspiratory 
pressure tolerated by the patients was higher with IPPB 
than with MI-E. This was probably due to the difference 
in inspiratory flow generated by the two devices, which 
was higher with MI-E. Nevertheless, despite this differ-
ence of maximal inspiratory pressure, the same IC was 
obtained with the three techniques. This may result from 
a decreased inspiratory effort during IPPB compared to 
MI-E, as we suspected during the trial. To decrease costs, 
we chose IPPB when MAC was used alone during the ex-
piratory phase, as IPPB devices are about 5 times less cost-
ly than MI-E devices  [17]  and could be incorporated into 
ventilators in the future. Thus, IPPB + MAC would be 
simpler and less expensive than adding an MI-E device 
when inspiratory assistance produces sufficient cough as-
sistance.

  Limits of the Study 
 As in previous studies  [26] , none of our evaluations 

included clinical outcomes such as survival, frequency of 
exacerbations and hospitalization, or duration of hospital 
stay. Our study was limited to PCF, which is usually used 
 [26]  and which could predict cough efficiency. To im-
prove the spirometric indices, we included the duration 
of PCF above 3 liters/s, but because this index was not 
previously used in the literature, we did not use it as a pri-
mary outcome measure. Interestingly, it was not different 
between IPPB + MAC and MI-E + MAC, suggesting that, 
in the end, both methods could have a similar effective-

ness. Nevertheless, the less expensive cost of IPPB com-
pared to MI-E should be taken in account in the choice of 
technique.

  IPPB + MAC use could be considered as limited in a 
home setting given that it requires the cooperation and 
education of the caregivers, including the family. How-
ever, as suggested by Bach  [7]  and recommended by the 
‘High Health Authority’ of the French government  [29] , 
families and caregivers have to learn cough techniques to 
improve patient cough performances at home and out-
side the medical context. That is why in our daily practice 
physiotherapists are used to teach MAC manoeuvers to 
families and caregivers. We did not evaluate IPPB alone 
because we previously studied this condition and ob-
served that IPPB + MAC gave a higher PCF than either 
MAC alone or IPPB alone  [16] .

  Conclusions 

 Adding MI-E to MAC may be deleterious or inefficient 
in NMD patients who can generate high PCF values with 
combined insufflation and MAC. In addition, insuffla-
tion with MAC is simpler and less expensive than MI-E 
and MAC. Patients with NMD should be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis to determine which cough-assist tech-
nique is most beneficial.
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